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Greetings!

Important INCOSE conferences are taking place this month. There is still time to register for them, including IS 2013. NEW this year, the IS 2013 app for mobile devices. This is the link that will go live a day before IS begins: www.incoseis2013.org.

NOTE: Be sure to click on the individual News header hyperlinks for further details on each news item.

Upcoming Events
Remember to visit the INCOSE website to check the events calendar periodically for updates on calls for papers, early-bird registrations, and other news!

- June 24-27, 2013: IS 2013- Philadelphia
- September 09-11, 2013: APCOSEC 2013
- October 05 - 06, 2013: 7th Annual INCOSE Great Lakes Regional Conference on Systems Engineering
- November 04-06, 2013: ICSSEA 2013 25th International Conference on Software & Systems Engineering and their Applications
- December 04-06, 2013: 4th International Conference on Complex Systems Design and Management (CSD&M 2013)
**INCOSE Releases 2012 Annual Report**


**INCOSE Certification Forms**

The INCOSE Certification Program will be updating its application forms later this Summer, in response to user feedback and updated program guidelines. The last major round of updates was in December 2011. Organizations may re-distribute the forms to their members, including posting on intranet sites, but should periodically check the [Certification Forms Page](mailto:Courtney.Wright@INCOSE.org?subject=INCOSE%20Certification%20Forms%20Comments) to ensure they are using the latest forms. The Program Office will continue to accept "old" forms for up to 12 months after a newer version is released. Forms prior to December 2011 are no longer accepted. If you would like to provide feedback on the current forms, please send it to [Courtney.Wright@INCOSE.org](mailto:Courtney.Wright@INCOSE.org?subject=INCOSE%20Certification%20Forms%20Comments).

**"Towards a Science of Systems: Exploring the Nature of Systems Processes & Pathologies"**

*(Sponsored by the Systems Science Working Group)*

**Sat, Jun 22, 2013 (prior to INCOSE Symposium in Philadelphia)**

This workshop will identify and describe about fifty systems "processes" and many dozens of precise statements describing how these processes influence each other - as determined by an examination of processes occurring in Nature. Through presentations, posters, and exercises, we will explore many aspects of the science of systems and how to apply them.

Workshop attendance is limited to 30 persons. So, please sign up early to get a seat. Workshop registration can be done when you register for IS 2013.

**INCOSE Tutorial Webinar**

John Clark is starting a new series of Systems Engineering Tutorial and Fundamentals webinars, which will run through September. Read more at the direct links below

- [SE Certification Tutorial Webinar](#)
- [SE Fundamentals Tutorial Webinar](#)
- [Leadership Skills for Systems Engineers Tutorial Webinar](#)
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